F.No. 17015/49/2020-CT-II
Government of India/ भारत सरकार
Ministry of Home Affairs/ मंत्रालय
CTCR Division/ सी.टी.सी.आर प्रभाग

81, North Block, New Delhi
Dated: 22nd September, 2020

To,
The Chief Secretaries,
All States/ Union Territories.

Subject: Allocation of MBBS/BDS Seats from Central Pool for spouse and children of terrorist victims for the academic year 2020-21.

Sirs / Madam,

I am directed to forward herewith a copy of Guidelines issued by Ministry of Health and Family Welfare for allocation of Central Pool MBBS/BDS seats for spouse and children of civilian victims of terrorist for the academic year 2020-21. Eligibility criteria for selection of the candidates for the above allocation is mentioned at para 3 (iii), 3.1 to 3.3 of the guidelines.

2. It is intimated that this Ministry is not conducting any examination in this regard, the selection will be made only on the basis of marks obtained by the students in NEET and possessing necessary educational qualification.

3. It is requested that the State Government(s) / Union Territory Administration(s) may kindly give wide publicity while inviting application(s) from eligible candidates as indicated above for the academic year 2020-21 for allocation of MBBS/BDS seats from Central Pool for spouse and children of terrorist victims. It may be ensured that complete application(s) of eligible candidates, in the enclosed prescribed format (Annexure-I), in duplicate enclosing all necessary documents in respect of their States/UTs are received alongwith due verification/authentication and countersignatures of the Competent Authority.

4. It is requested that applications, as indicated above, may be sent to the undersigned, within 15 days after the declaration of results of NEET-UG 2020, as the last date of admission is likely to be decided shortly by the Ministry of Health & Family Welfare, through scanned copies of application along with all documents to e-mail: rajeekumar67@nic.in and by speed post/registered post to : Rajeev Kumar, Under Secretary (CT-II), Room No. 81, North Block, New Delhi-110001.

Encl. As Above

Yours faithfully,

(Rajeev Kumar)
Under Secretary to Government of India
Tel.No. 2309 3700
Telefax. 23092050
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Copy to:-
1. Additional Secretary (JKL), MHA, New Delhi.
2. Joint Secretary (CS), MHA, New Delhi.
3. Joint Secretary (NE), MHA, New Delhi.
4. Joint Secretary (LWE), MHA, New Delhi.
5. Joint Secretary (UT), MHA, New Delhi.

Copy also to:

2. NIC, MHA is requested to upload it on MHA’s website i.e. https://mha.gov.in/ under “what’s new”.

(Rajeev Kumar)
Under Secretary to Government of India
APPLY FOR ALLOCATION OF MBBS/ BDS SEAT FROM SPOUSE/ CHILD OF THE CIVILIAN VICTIMS OF TERRORISM.

1. Name of the Applicant:

2. Father's/ Husband's/ wife's Name:

3. Date of Birth:

4. Residential Address:
   (Contact number)

5. Educational Qualification:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Exam Passed</th>
<th>Board/University</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Total Marks obtained</th>
<th>%age of marks obtained</th>
<th>Class / Division</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6. Relationship with the Terrorist Victim:

7. Details with regard to the Terrorist Incident(s):

   Name of the Victim : 
   (Separately for father & mother wherever applicable)

   Age of the Victim : 

   Date & place of the terrorist incident : 

   Terrorist Organisation(s) Involved in the incident (to be filled in by the State Police) : 

   Fact sheet of the terrorist incident (to be given by the State Police/ State Govt.) : 

   Nature of injury & disability caused to the victim (to be confirmed by the State Police / State Govt.) : 

   Action taken by the police/State including Registration of FIR, etc. (to be filled in by The State Police/State Govt.) :
Ex-gratia relief provided by the State Govt. / any other Organization.

Family details of the Terrorist Victim

Remark

**Declaration**

I hereby declare that all statements made in the application are true, complete and correct to the best of my knowledge and belief. I understand that in the event of any information being found fake or incorrect, my candidature for the MBBS/ BDS Course is liable to be cancelled / rejected at any stage without notice to me.

**SIGNATURE OF CANDIDATE**

Place:

Date:

**CERTIFICATE**

This is certified that I have personally verified the details of the application based on the records placed before me and found them correct. Having satisfied thereof, I recommend the candidature of the applicant for consideration for allocation of MBBS/ BDS seat from the Central Pool for spouse/ child of the civilian victim of terrorism.

Date:

(______________________)

Secretary (Home Department)

Govt. of ____________________

Seal
No.U.14014/05/2020-ME-II (FTS No.8057068)
Government of India
Ministry of Health & Family Welfare
(ME-II Section)

Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi.
Dated the 31 August, 2020.

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Allocation of Central Pool MBBS/BDS seats for spouse and children of terrorist victims for the academic year 2020-21- reg.

The undersigned is directed to refer MHA’s O.M. No.17015/49/2020-CT-II dated 25.08.2020 on the subject cited above and to state that the guidelines for allocation of Central Pool MBBS/BDS seats for the academic session 2020-21 is already issued vide this Ministry’s O.M. No.U.14014/02/2020-ME dated 9th April, 2020 (copy enclosed).

2. As regards allocation Central Pool MBBS seats for spouse and children of terrorist victims, the same is still under process. As soon as the allocation of Central Pool MBBS/BDS seats for the academic session 2020-21 will be finalized, the same will be sent to Ministry of Home Affairs (CTCR Division), separately.

Encl. as above.

(P.K. Bandyopadhyay)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Telefax No.23062959

Shri Rajeev Kumar,
Under Secretary,
Ministry of Home Affairs,
North Block, New Delhi.
No.U.14014/02/2020-ME-II
Government of India
Ministry of Health & Family Welfare
(ME-II Section)

Nirman Bhawan, New Delhi
Dated the 9th April, 2020

OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Subject: Guidelines for Allocation of General Pool MBBS/BDS seats for the academic year 2020-21 – Regarding.

The undersigned is directed to refer to the subject mentioned above and to enclose herewith the Guidelines to be followed by the beneficiary Government Departments for selection and nomination of candidates against Central Pool MBBS/BDS seats for the academic year 2020-21 for information and necessary action.

(Amit Biswas)
Under Secretary to the Govt. of India
Telefax No.23061120

To

1. The Under Secretary, Student Cell, Ministry of External Affairs, Welfare Unit, Jawahar Lal Nehru Bhawan, Janpath, New Delhi.
2. The Director (Welfare), Ministry of External Affairs, Welfare Unit, Jawahar Lal Nehru Bhawan, Janpath, New Delhi.
3. The Ministry of Home Affairs, PF-III Section, North Block, New Delhi.
4. The Director (CS), Cabinet Secretariat, EA-II Section, Bikaner House (annexe), Shahjahan Road, New Delhi-110011.
5. The Cabinet Secretariat (SPG), Administrative Block, SPG Complex, Sector-8, Dwarka, New Delhi-110075.
7. The Director (IS-II), Ministry of Home Affairs, North Block, New Delhi (Civil Terrorist Victim Seats).
8. The Secretary, Central Tibetan School Administration, Ess Ess Plaza, Community Centre, Sector-3, Rohini, New Delhi-110085.
9. The Secretary, Ministry of Women & Child Development, Shastri Bhawan, New Delhi.
Guidelines for selection and nomination of candidates
Against Central Pool MBBS/BDS seats for the academic year
2020-21

I. Selection of candidates by beneficiary States/Union Territories:

1.1 Beneficiary States/UTs:

The States/UTs, which are deficient in medical education.

1.2 Eligibility Conditions:

Only the children of

i. Permanent residents of the State/UT concerned;
ii. The employees of the State/UT Government concerned;
iii. the employees of the Central/Other State/UT Government on
deputation to the State/UT concerned and
iv. the employees of the Central/other State/UT Govt. posted in
and having their headquarters within the State/UT concerned
will be eligible.

The children of Central/State/UT Government employees
aforementioned should be treated at par with the local resident.

1.3 Education Qualification:

As per Graduate Medical Education Regulation 1997 of Medical
Council of India, for becoming eligible for entrance examination,
candidate must have passed in the subjects of Physics, Chemistry,
Biology/Bio-Technology and English individually and must have
obtained a minimum of 50% marks (40% for SC/ST and 45% for Gen-
PH and 40% for SC-PWD/ST-PWD (persons with disability) category
candidates) taken together in Physics, Chemistry, Biology/Bio-
Technology at the qualifying examination.
1.4 Selection of Candidates:

1.4.1 National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET)

The selection of candidates will be made on the basis of rank obtained in the National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET)-2020 being conducted by National Testing Agency. As per Graduate Medical Education Regulations 1997 of Medical Council of India, it shall be necessary for the candidates to obtain minimum marks at 50th percentile at NEET, 2020. However, in respect of candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, the minimum marks shall be at 40th percentile. In respect of candidates with specified disabilities, the minimum marks shall be at 45th percentile. The percentile shall be determined on the basis of highest marks secured in the All India common merit list in National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test for admission to MBBS/BDS Courses.

1.5 Reservation:

The reservation policy being followed by concerned beneficiary State/UT will apply on Central Pool MBBS/BDS seats.

2. Selection of candidates by UTs of Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh:

2.1 Eligibility conditions:

Central Pool MBBS seats are being allocated to the UTs of Jammu & Kashmir & Ladakh for selection and nominations of the candidates from the UTs of Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh belong to either of the following three categories:-

i. Children of families where a parent or a direct member of the family has been killed in acts of terrorism or has been an innocent victim in cross-firing or in firing by armed forces in combating terrorism;

ii. Children of such persons who are exposed to substantive risk due to their assignment mainly relating to combating acts of terrorism; added weightage is to be given to
persons who have come in the 'hit list' of terrorist organizations; and

iii. Children of such families who have migrated from Kashmir due to the current situation and have lost their means of livelihood including their business or use of their property.

The UT Governments of Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh have to ensure that the candidates selected should fall within one of the above three categories. The children of All India Service Officers posted in the State would also be eligible to participate in the said merit system. Selection of candidates in Category (iii) above should be entirely on merit among the eligible candidates in this category.

2.2 Education Qualification:

As per Graduate Medical Education Regulation 1997 of Medical Council of India, for becoming eligible for entrance examination, candidate must have passed in the subjects of Physics, Chemistry, Biology/Bio-Technology and English individually and must have obtained a minimum of 50% marks (40% for SC/ST and 45% for PWD category candidates) taken together in Physics, Chemistry, Biology/Bio-Technology at the qualifying examination as mentioned in clause 4 (2) of Regulations on Graduate Medical Education 1997.

2.3 Selection of Candidates:

The selection of candidates will be made on the basis of rank obtained in the National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET)-2020 being conducted by National Testing Agency. As per Graduate Medical Education Regulations 1997 of Medical Council of India, it shall be necessary for the candidates to obtain minimum marks at 50th percentile at NEET 2020. However, in respect of candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, the minimum marks shall be at 40th percentile. In respect of candidates with specified disability, the minimum marks shall be at 45th percentile. The percentile shall be determined on the basis of highest
marks secured in the All India Common merit list in National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test for admission to MBBS/BDS courses.

2.4 Reservation:
The reservation policy being followed by the UTs of Jammu & Kashmir and Ladakh will apply on Central Pool MBBS/BDS seats.

3. Selection of candidates by beneficiary Government Departments:
The following are the beneficiary Government Departments:

i. Ministry of Defence (Kendriya Sainik Board) – for wards/children of Defence personnel.
iii. Ministry of Home Affairs – For civil Terrorist Victims Category.
vi. Cabinet Secretariat – for wards of SSF, RAW, ARC Dte., SPG.

3.1 Education Qualification

As per Graduate Medical Education Regulation 1997 of Medical Council of India, for becoming eligible for entrance examination, candidate must have passed in the subjects of Physics, Chemistry, Biology/Bio-Technology and English individually and must have obtained a minimum of 50% marks (40% for SC/ST and 45% for Gen PH and 40% for SC-PWD/ST-PWD (persons with disability) category candidates) taken together in Physics, Chemistry, Biology/Bio-Technology at the qualifying examination.
3.2 Selection of Candidates:

The selection of candidates will be made on the basis of rank obtained in the National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET)-2020 being conducted by National Testing Agency. As per Graduate Medical Education Regulations 1997 of Medical Council of India, it shall be necessary for the candidates to obtain minimum marks at 50th percentile at NEET 2020. However, in respect of candidates belonging to Scheduled Castes, Scheduled Tribes, the minimum marks shall be at 40th percentile. In respect of candidates with specified disability, the minimum marks shall be at 45th percentile. The percentile shall be determined on the basis of highest marks secured in the All India Common merit list in National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test for admission to MBBS/BDS courses.

3.3 Reservation:

22 ½ % of the seats allotted to each Government Department concerned will be reserved for students belonging to Scheduled Castes/ Scheduled Tribes. The break-up of this reservation will be as follows:-

a. A distinct reservation of 15% for Scheduled Castes and 7 ½ % for Scheduled Tribes;

b. The reservation as mentioned in sub-para (a) above, can be interchanged. Thus, if a sufficient number of candidates are not available to fill-up seats reserved for Scheduled Tribes, they may be filled-up by suitable candidates from Scheduled Casts and vice-versa; and

c. If the number of available Scheduled Caste and Scheduled Tribe qualified candidates is less than 22 ½ % of the seats; the balance can be given to non-scheduled caste and Scheduled Tribe candidates.
4. **Selection of candidates by Ministry of External Affairs:**

4.1 The Central Pool MBBS/BDS seats are allocated to Ministry of External Affairs for the following two categories:

   i. Children of Indian Mission staff posted abroad.
      - The requisite guidelines for section of children of Indian Mission staff posted abroad are given in Para 3, 3.1 and 3.3. above.

   ii. Foreign national students of friendly foreign countries (as per bilateral agreements with these countries).

4.2 **Selection of Candidates:**

The selection of candidates will be made on the basis of rank obtained in the National Eligibility cum Entrance Test (NEET)-2020 being conducted by National Testing Agency. As per Graduate Medical Education Regulations 1997 of Medical Council of India, it shall be necessary for the candidates to obtain minimum marks at 50th percentile at NEET, 2020. In respect of candidates with locomotory disability of lower limbs, the minimum marks shall be at 45th percentile. The percentile shall be determined on the basis of highest marks secured in the All India common merit list in National Eligibility Cum Entrance Test for admission to MBBS/BDS courses.

* * * *